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Lamictal - I started taking the 25mg lamotrigine first. So for a few months you might receive a drug that was on the low
side in the bioequivalence test, and then be switched to one on the high side of the test. But insurers tend to argue
otherwise. Available for Android and iOS devices. Tell us what you think. The easiest way to lookup drug information,
identify pills, check interactions and set up your own personal medication records. Top groups Groups by medication
Groups by condition. All the patients were 'generic brittle' meaning they were sensitive to the smallest changes in the
concentration of medication in their blood. Two studies published last year in the journal Neurology found that patients
who switched from a brand-name product to a generic one had more seizures or higher hospitalization rates. The lab
found that Budeprion XL released the active drug at a different rate than the brand name Wellbutrin XL On Thursday,
ExpressScripts, which handles drug insurance for big employers, put out a news release announcing results of a study it
sponsored that found no difference in hospitalizations or emergency-room visits for people on brand-name epilepsy
drugs compared with those taking generics. Wellbutrin, tramadol, meloxican I don't know the generic names for
everything. A pharmacy might stock one generic for a few months, and then switch to another a few months later, if the
store is offered a better deal on it. Subscribe to receive email notifications whenever new articles are published. You are
already subscribed to this email.My daughter is 23 yrs old and has been on lamictal for 7 years and all has been perfectly
fine. Recently the insurance company would not let her prescription be filled unless she had tried the generic brand
name. She started taking the generic brand name Lamitrogine last monday and by Wednesday was having breath.
Overall, of doctors to whom the survey was sent, 6 physicians provided data on 8 patients who experienced adverse
reactions on a brand-to-generic switch. However, interestingly, seizure control was regained in all but 1 case on a switch
back to the branded drug. One of the ways investigators have tried to compensate. Jun 20, - Ok, so here's my situation. I
take Lamaictal and it has SAVED my life. But I was taking samples of the brand name until I could get in to see a doc. I
saw a doc, got a prescription for the brand name. My ins refused to give me anything but th generic. I took the generic.
So, I proceeded to have a psychotic break, Generic Lamictal Not As Effective? Jul 23, - METHODS: This randomized,
double-blind, multiple-dose, steady-state, fully replicated bioequivalence study compared generic lamotrigine to
brand-name Lamictal in "generic-brittle" patients with epilepsy (n = 34) who were already taking lamotrigine. Patients
were repeatedly switched between masked. Aug 3, - On the other hand, switching from brand-name to generic
formulations has raised concerns among physicians and patients regarding loss of seizure control and .. Generic
lamotrigine vs brand-name Lamictal bioequivalence in patients with epilepsy: a field test of the FDA bioequivalence
standard. Dec 19, - The brand name of the drug is Lamictal and the generic is called lamotrigine. When the generic came
out seven years ago, it wasn't very trustworthy. You can read about my experiences with the original generic lamotrigine
on this blog- these posts are from the first week it came out as a generic- it wasn't a. Dec 18, - Results from three
separate, randomized trials in epilepsy patients showed that generic lamotrigine performed identically to brand-name
Lamictal. Mar 26, - A review of studies comparing bioequivalence and therapeutic effectiveness of generic vs. brand
psychoactive drugs concluded that bioequivalence and Other times, like with Wellbutrin noted above and some mood
stabilizers like Depakote and Lamictal, there seems to be a qualitative difference as well. Jun 9, - The Cost of Generic
Drugs versus Name Brands: Lamictal. Although first approved by the FDA for treatment of epileptic seizures in
December , Lamictal wasn't approved for maintenance treatment of Bipolar 1 Disorder until June The first drug since
lithium that was approved for this use, it is also. Sep 10, - Since my original post I had a discussion with my
epileptologist and it seems the problem stems from the difference in formulation of generic drugs, not only between
them and the branded version of Lamictal. To quote him exactly he says "The bio-availabilities of different brands of
medication may vary by.
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